Tableau Guided Evaluation;
A Free Assessment of The Leading
Self-Serve BI Solution

Why Conduct A Tableau Guided Evaluation
While standard demonstrations can be helpful in understanding the
capabilities and functionality of visualisation tools, a rigorous evaluation that
uses your own data, your own people, your own environment and addresses
your real world business requirements is hard to beat. Inflexion Analytics
deliver this through our Guided Evaluation of Tableau and helps you
evaluate the impact Tableau could have on your organisation. Throughout a Tableau guided evaluation
your team gets the chance to get hands-on with the product. We work with your team collaboratively
from the start, giving key stakeholders the chance to interact with and learn the tool, giving you the
basis for a real judgement and a springboard from which value can be happily realised.
We help you evaluate Tableau as an enterprise solution in just two weeks by delivering production
ready solution on your own data without investing anything in the tool. This gives you the opportunity
to see:
 The power of Tableau visualisations
 The ease and speed of use of Tableau

 The practical realisation of requirements
 The ease of integrating Tableau

Guided Evaluation Deliverables
The guided evaluation may only last two short weeks but within this time we will demonstrate the
value of the Tableau platform using both Tableau Desktop and Tableau Server. The programme
deliverables provide a springboard into full adoption of the solution, if desired, at the end of the
evaluation. These include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Configuring Tableau Desktop & Tableau Server in your environment
Developing initial dashboards based on your business requirements
Demonstrating self-serve capability of Tableau
Building your understanding of Tableau
Presenting the outcome to stakeholders

How We Deliver A Successful Guided Evaluation
We work collaboratively with your team throughout the guided evaluation. This allows your team to
gain direct experience of Tableau.
Following a preparatory meeting to discuss and understand your business requirements and data
sources. We complete the following steps over the two-week evaluation period:





Kick off, Hands-on Tableau introductory session with identified power users
Agree initial dashboard design and start collaborative development sessions
Work in partnership to deliver initial dashboards
Host Tableau dashboards in a trial server and share access with key business users

For more information or to request a free trial and guided evaluation, please contact:
Michael Kightley
Director
Inflexion Analytics,
7 Stratford Place,
London
W1C 1AY
michael.kightley@inflexionanalytics.com
M: +44 (0)7768 538 018
T: +44 (0)207 947 4081

